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Winthrop goes university Speech major to
New status will take effect July '92
by Alvin McEwen
News Editor
After many months,
Winthrop College became
successful in its goal of becoming a university last Thursday, when the South Carolina
House of Representatives
gave wide approval to the
statewide legislation.
The legislation not only
grants university status to
Winthrop, but also to the College of Charleston, South
Carolina State College, and
Frances Marion College.
It would also allow the
Citadel and Lander College to
become universities if they so
desired.
Lander College has said it
will make the change later,
while the Citadel has said it
has no plans of pursuing a
name change.
The bill will become law
when Governor Carroll
Campbell signs the bill into
law.
Winthrop president Anthony DiGiorgio said when
the legislation passed, he was
relieved.
He said that the school
made a good case for desiring
university status.
The bill was opposed before passing Senate because
the Commission on Higher
Education had problems with
it.
There were suggestions
that Winthrop and the other
colleges seeking university

be eliminated

by Alvin McEwen
News Editor
In a suprising move, the
Winthrop College administration decided to eliminate
the B.A. in speech. This
means speech will no longer
be offered as a major. Also,
according to Robin Bowers,
dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, this will be the
first of several majors
Winthrop will eliminate, but
he would not say which ones,
The announcement left
many of the 25 Speech majors and professors in shock,
Some had known since
UMIVEJSiTr
Monday, while others found
out yesterday afternoon, five
minutes before a mass meetjng
At this meeting full of
heated debate, Bowers explained the decision.
He said that in- the last
three or four weeks, the college deans and Daniel PanPhoto by Joel Nichols taleo, vice president of AcaWinthrop President Anthony DiGiorgio shows SGA Presi- demic Affairs, looked at the
programs offered
at
dent Merrie McBride a new look for Winthrop sweatshirts.
Winthrop. He said they did
status wanted to become big the legislation was speeded this because the state of
research institutes, like along by the constituencies of South Carolina is not supportive enough, so the college
Clemson and the University the colleges across the state.
The name change will go will have to cut back.
of South Carolina.
"We are from a decade of
Rep. Herb Kirsh, D-Clo- into effect July 1. By that
ver, said the only complaint time, DiGiorgio said, much of moving and changing," Bowhe heard was that the name the planning to welcome ers said. "We are going to be
change would cost the state Winthrop's new status will hard pressed for the next 10
years »
have taken place.
additional money.
Bowers said the deans
He also said what helped
(some information taken
and Pantaleo looked at the
the bill pass was the fact that from The Herald).
minimum standards for degree programs and found the
speech department to be lackjng
He said this is a report by
the Commision for Higher
Education that judges degree programs on several
criteria, including graduating seniors and the number
of majors in the department
He also said another reason
they decided to eliminate the
major was because they were
unable to develop the program as they would like to.
He said that next year,
the college will not be offering speech as a major, but
those who are already majoring in speech would be piovided with courses to allow
them to complete their degree.
Photo by Joel Nichols
Twenty faculty members
Homecoming Queen Kelly Hawkins smiles for the camera with President DiGiorgio and and students attended the
meeting and were not happy
last year's Hcmecoming Queen, Julie Oakley.

about the decision. Many of
them believed the administration was prematurely
eliminating the speech maJ°rSpeech as a major alone
was
offered only two years,
Before.it was a part of Mass
Communication, then the
Theater department,
One problem is that
people do not realize what
the speech department does
andhowimportantitis," said
student Dewey Fortsone,
w
^ ° disagreed with the
administration s decision.
He said it was impossible for speech majors to
complete their degrees because it is a possibility that
several in-depth speech
courses would be cut out.
Much ofthe anger at the
meeting had to do with the
fact that faculty and students
were not consulted about the
elimination of the speech
major.
At the meeting in which
the decision to phase out the
speech major was made, nei^ e r faculty nor students
were present.
Bowers
said
the
Commission on Higher Education regulations allowed
the administration to do this,
He also said it was usual for
students not to be involved
in a discussion of this particular nature.
Bowers also said it was
n
° t necessary for faculty to
be involved in the discusS10n
He said the change could
not have been made ifthere
were widespread knowledge
°fit.
B i l 1 Blou h
S > a Political
science professor and chairman of the faculty council
disagreed.
He said that according
to the bylaws of the faculty
council, any changes in the
academic program goes
through academic council
and is acted upon by the
faculty council.
Blough is responsible
f° r the agenda of the faculty
council meetings and he said
hedidnotgetanythingabout
the elimination ofthe speech
major.
Speech major Will
McLeod also disagreed.
see SPEECH, pg.5
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News Briefs
§ How to Study workshops: Every other week, beginning
Feb. 17, at the Counseling Center. Topics are Time Management, General Study Skills and Test Preparation. To
sign up call ext. 2233.
§ The student chapter of the Society for Human Resourc e
Management (SHRM) has announced the following activities for February:
Feb. 19,5-6 p.m. - The student SHRM chapter will hold
its monthy meeting in Thurmond 212. Guest speaker is
Peggy Grobusky, Employee Relations consultant, Duke
Power Company. Ms. Grobusky will talk about career opportunities in human resource management and their various responsibilities. Free pizza and drinks will be served.
Feb. 20,3-5 p.m.« ROPES activities course. Put on your
sweats and come join the fun for an exciting afternoon of
educationsl and team-building skills!
All college majors interested in learning about the
human relations field are welcome to attend. For more
information about SHRM or to sign up for the month's
activities, please call Peggy Hager, MBA director and chapter advisor at 323-2186.
§ The S.C. State Employees Association is now accepting
applications for the 1992 Anne Agnew Scholarships. Students who have completed at least one year at a college,
university, or other institution of higher learning are eligible for the scholarships. Applications must be received by
March 1,1992, and are available by writing: SC3EA, P.O.
Box 5206, Columbia, SC, 29250-5206.
§ The American Red Cross and the National Weather Service will hold an open house at the Red Cross building, 2751
Bull St. in Columbia, S.C. on Tuesday, Feb. 25 from 12 p.m.
until 8p.m.
§ The 1991York County CROP Walk raised a total of
$15,032 to help meet the needs of hungry and suffering
people. This was the most thath has been raised in the
fourteen CROP Walks thathave been held in Rock Hill. The
twenty-five percent($3,758) of the total monies held in Rock
Hill has been distributed to local agencies that assist the
homeless and hungry.
§ The Association of Ebonites would like to thank all of the
contestants who participated in the Mr. Ebonite pageant,
including their escorts. We also thank the pageant commentators: Pinara Black, and Tracey Williams, and entertainers Trudy Hanna, Charlotte Doe, and Geraldine Jackson
for sharing their talents during the pageant. Thanks
again for a job well done.
§ Sherry K. Barretta of Training Visions Inc., located in
Charlotte will speak Mon., Feb. 24 at 8:30p.m. in Bancroft
247 about technical writing careers. All majors arc welcome. Sponsored by Winthrop Literary Society.
§ Students are reminded that upon completion of 70
semester hours, they are eligible to receive an audit. The
audit specifies the courses/requirements which have not
been satisfied but which are necessary for graduation.
Every student must have an audit before he or she can
graduate. If you have 70 or more earned hours at present
and have not already requested an audit, you are encouraged to come by 106 Kinard and pick up a request form.
After completing the form, and having your advisor sign it,
it should be returned to the Arts and Sciences Advising
office in 106 Kinard.
§ The University of California, L.A. is sponsoring an eight
week Minority Summer Research Program. Those eligible
are sophomores or juniors with a desire to pursue graduate
studies in the arts, social sciences, physical and life sciences. A stipend of $1600 is awarded, as well as room and
board and travel expenses. For more information, call or
come by the Office of Minority Student Life, 230 Dinkins,
ext.2217.
Notice to Students- Faculty/Staff
If you are involved with an organization and would
like to announce an upcoming event in News Briefs,
please bring a typed or handwritten copy to The
Johnsonian by Thursday, 5 p. m. The office is located in
Bancroft basement. Or mail it to P.O. Box 6800. Announcements received later than this time n a y not be
able to be printed in the following issue ofThe J oh n sonian.

Faculty members not in agreement
with Wednesday block of free time
by Jackie Lowery
Staff Writer
One item of news that
has had everyone on campus
talking deals with the recent
attempt by the Winthrop administration to establish a
block of free time Wednesday
afternoons. The intention was
to establish a common meeting time for students and faculty.
Instead, what it caused
was an angry outcry.
Faculty members became
upset because the plan would
intefere withtheirclass schedules. Many were also unhappy aboutthefact that they
were not consulted about the
plan, which would have gone
into effect next semester.
Students became angry
because they believed that the
elimination of class time on
Wednesdays would lead to
Friday afternoon classes.
Because of the double
negative outcry of both students and faculty, the plan
was postponed until the fall of
1993.
Daniel Pantaleo, vice
president of academic affairs,
said that a new group would
be created to study how the
plan would be put into effect.

According to Philip J.
Moody, associate professor of
Art and Design, the idea of a
common meeting time is a
good. But he objects to having
the meeting time on Wednesdays.
Moody voiced an opinion
that reflects the Art and Design department about the
proposal. They have eight
studio classes, each three
hours long and are the equivalent of three classes in other
departments.
Moody said if the department loses that block of time
then it would be difficult to
schedule time for creative
research and class.
He also said only one out
of 20 faculty members in his
department knew about the
proposal.
Agreeing with Moody
about the proposal disrupting
class schedules is Jennifer
Solomon, assistant professor
of Sociology.
She said it would limit
the arrangement ofher classes
and that she would not have
time for research either.
Solomon also said she
cannot think of any benefits
of the common meeting time
on Wednesdays for students.

"From my understanding, most students do not want
the change," she said.
While the change would
not affect him personally,
William Daniels, chairman of
the Philosophy, Religion, and
Anthropology department
said two issues are involved;
the change itself and how it
was made.
He said he does not believe that anyone is against
the actual idea of a meeting
time but the change could
enable students and faculty
to have time for organizational
and committee meetings.
Luckett Davis, chairman
of the Biology department said
a careful study should be done
to make sure a time is picked
without causing conflicts.
He also said a study
should also be done to show
how it will effect students.
"I am not worried about
our scheduling," said Dr.
Davis, " but I am worried
about the effects on students."
At press time, the adminstrationhas not said how they
will pursue setting up a new
task force to look into the
how the plan would be put
into effect.

Henson to try for overseas position
by Walter E. Mondo
Staff Writer
George Henson is 23 and
once played forward for the
Winthrop basketball team.
ButMonday, Henson will leave the
school for a peaceful temporary
break in Lake Junaluska, NC, his
home town.
The reason
why he is leaving
is mainly because
of a problem of eligibility.
A semester before his
graduation NCAA officials
assured him that all he
needed to be an eligible player
was six credit hours. Henson,
graduating with a B.A. in
history, came back to summer
school to begin his graduate
studies.
But
NCAA officials
changed their initial decision
and he was then required to
take a 12-hour, full semester
to reach eligibility. Obviously,
the decision came too late.
Consequently, Henson
had to wait one more semester.
But he decided not to wait
and is ready for a new start.
And it can be a great start
for him, because an agent offered him a "player representative contract."
This contract guarantees
a player a trial overseas.
If he makes the team,
then the agent negociates
terms with the interested
team.
Henson said he has a better chance overseas. He said

he will try out. in Germany,
but other options are available to him because he knows
a lot of players and coaches in
Europe.
Henson said he
is also thinking of
firstgettingathreemonth summer job
in Sweden where he
also has business
contacts.
Henson
is
ready to play two or
three years in Europe. He said he is
not
concerned
about money, but the experience of a new country, anew
culture and new people.
"I see my new experience
as an extention of my educa-

tion, at Winthr,op," lie said.
"Last year was the most frustrating season I ever had in
sports."
He said he felt emotionally and physically drained
because, as the oldest player,
he was required to be a leader
which was a lot on his shoulders.
Consequently, the team
was unable to fully and properly benefit from his experience.
Henson feels that to make
abetterteam, Winthrop needs
three impact players and a
couple of seniors.
Leaving Winthrop is certainly not easy for Henson,
who recently became a memsee HENSON, pg. 5
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$1.00 >
COUPON;

I Cherry Road across from Lee Wicker Hall
329-0073
I Buy any sub or salad and two 22oz. drinks, and
' receive any menu item of equal value or less for
Open 7 days, late
JUST $1.00!
offer good until 2/26/92
Rock Hill's Newest &
Most Unique Record
Shop

i

$1 off
Used CD's
with this coupon.
Limit one per customer. Expiret 2*26/92

I

Buy, Sell, Trade
new and used CD's
and Records.
113-B Oakland Ave.
Above College Cycles
327-1907
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Freshman wins Mr.
Ebonite Pageant
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Former national director of SNCC
to lecture on civil rights movement

protesters, killing three and
Denmark, South Carolina.
by Jackie Lowery
it felt the men were not being
After completion of his wounding over 25, including
Staff Writer
represented on campus as far
Cleveland L. Sellers Jr.., sophomore year at Howard Sellers.
Although no law enforceas pageants, like the women former national program di- University School of Engion campus were.
rector of the Student Nonvio- neering, Washington D.C., he ment officer was ever conThe pageant is open to eve- lent Coordinating Committee withdrew from school to par- victed of any criminal offense
ryone. AOE has an interest (SNCC) will be the speaker at ticipate full-time as a civil in connection with the massarce, Sellers spent seven
meeting and whoever shows lecture to be held on Feb. 26 at rights worker in the South.
Sellers was particularly months in jail for" participatup are automatically contest- 8p.m. in the Dinkins Auditoinvolved in voter registration ing in a riot two days before
rium.
ants.
the shooting", much of it in a
of the 1960s.
SNCC
spearheaded
efGary said they were not
This was at a time when tiny cell on death row.
forts
to
register
black
voters
expecting 10 contestants beThe events in Orangein Mississippi and other trying to register black voters
cause people usually are hesisouthern states in the 1960s. often meant civil rights work- burg, Tom Wicker of the New
tant to compete. She said this
Sellers will speak on the ers risk their lives against York Times wrote, suggests
may be because they do not topic "My Feet is tired, but my racists determined to deny "how casual is this country's
want to get in front of people. soul is rested: civil rights is- black Americans their rights. sense of justice for black
During the 1960s, Sell- people, how careless it is of
Jones, a Mass Communi- sues continued."
cations major, said he wanted
Using this topic, he will ers worked alongside such its own humanity."
"Few, if any students ,
to be a contestant in the Mr. talk about how civil rights famous black Americans as
even those raised in South
Ebonite pageant because he have changed in the past 25 to John Lewis, Fannie Lou
Hamer, Ella Baker, Stokely Carolina, have heard of the
wanted to become involved in 30 years.
Sellers' address is pre- Carmichael, Dr. Martin Lu- Orangeburg Massarce," said
campus activities.
ther King, Jr. and other stal- Dr. Smith "Dr. Sellers visit
Though he has been on sented by the Political Sci- warts of the civil rights move- will help the Winthrop Colstage in front of people before, ence Department, NAACP, ment.
lege community become more
and the Winthrop Honors
Jones said, he was nervous
After returning to South familiar with an important
Program.
when Gary was announcing
Sellers' name is synony- Carolina, in Feb. 1968, Sell- event in the history of the civil
who won the pageant.
mous with the Civil Rights ers was involved in what is rights movement of this state.
Sellers holds degrees from
He said when she called Movement. "Cleveland Sellers most commonly called the
Shaw University and Harvard
his name, he was shocked.
played an important role in Orangeburg Massacre.
The day after students at University. In 1987, he re"I didn't know how to the Civil Rights Movement in
react," he said. "I had to make this country," said Dr. Stephen South Carolina State College ceived his Doctorate in EduSmith, assistant professor of in Orangeburg demonstrated cation Adminstration at the
myself move."
against a segregated bowling University of North Carolina
Cedric Jones; Mr. Ebonite
Jones said he felt an over- political science.
He is a South Carolina alley, South Carolina state at Greensboro. Sellers is curtestant were in a picture back- whelming sense of pride and
native, completed high school trooper and police opened fire rently teaching at a univerground. They seemingly came accomplishment by winning, at Voorhees High School in on a crowd of students and sity in South Carolina.
to life when a female escort but wants to do more. He said
would come on stage and he will participate in the upcoming AOE fashion show.
admire them.
Other placements in the
Other portions of the show
ogy with a business minor. member of Delta Zeta Sororby Stephanie Nicholson
After graduation, Hawkins ity, and the President's Counincluded the casual wear, pageant were:
Special to The Johnsonian
1st runner up- Marcus
sports wear, business wear,
"I'm still in shock, but it plans to go to graduate school cil.
She also volunteers for
feels good and I'm real ex- to receive a degree in indusand question and answers Spears
the Special Olympics in the
2nd runner up- Christo- cited," said junior Kelly trial psychology.
segments.
spring
and the York County
In her spare time, HawkHawkins, who was crowned
"It's (the Mr. Ebonite Pag- pher Brown
ins enjoys dancing, working Rape Crisis Center.
homecoming
queen
'92
SatGary
said
she
thought
the
eant) just a way to recognize
Hawkins said her phiout and working with others.
the men on campus as far as pageant was a huge success urday night. Hawkins was
She is also a senator losophy in life is, "Grab all
sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha
becaus
of
the
participants.
pageant are concerned," said
with Student Government As- that you can. Be determined
"The guys really work fraternity.
Sonya Gary, vice president of
She is from Spartanburg sociation, a member of the to make everything that's
hard
and
put
forth
and
effort,"
AOE.
and is majoring in Psychol- Student Alumni Council, a possible happen for you."
Gary, a junior, said AOE she said. "We're proud of
started the pageants because them."

by Alvin McEwen
News Editor
Freshman Cedric Jones
was recently crowned Mr.
Ebonite at the 10th annual
Mr. Ebonite Pageant. The Mr.
Ebonite Pagaant is sponsored
by the Association of Ebonites
(AOE).
10 Winthrop male students participated in the pageant, which's theme was "Picture Perfect".
This theme corresponded
with the opening scene of the
pageant in which each con-

Homecoming Queen overjoyed

Graduating seniors forward to
that special day in May
by Otis Titus
Special to The Johnsonian
While May 9th may seem
like a long time away, for
graduating seniors because it
is a day that they have long
waited for.
A number of requirements
are necessary so that college
seniors will graduate in time.
Graduating seniors must
sign their degree audit and
apply for their diploma which
they should have already
done. They must have an overall grade point average of 2.0
and the required grade point
average in their major.
Also, graduating seniors
should order their cap and
gown and invitations by Feb.
19, through the bookstore and
pick up their cap and gown
any time after April 20.
Two seniors who look for-

ward to graduating in May
are Lori Canty, a senior from
Sumter, South Carolina who
majors in Business Administration with an option in
Health Administration, is
very glad to be graduating.
"I like the people I've met,"
she said. "I think there would
be more group unity though
if there was a football team."
Concerning the professors
she said "they have the knowledge but have a hard time
passing it on to the students."
She expressed little interest in the name change that
Winthrop may go through.
"They 're just going to go
up on tuition" she said.
Rayford Mobley is a graduating senior from Chester,
South Carolina who majors in
Business Administration with
an option in Finance. He

transferred from Clemson
University before coming to
Winthrop.
"I like Winthrop because
the professors here know you
by your name and not by your
social security number like at
Clemson," he said.
"There should be a football
team because it would keep
students here on the weekends and there would be more
school spirit. Winthrop is in
the right place (Rock Hill)
because it's close to convenient stores and apartments
and not in a big city like Charlotte N.C. where there is a lot
more crime."
He
thinks the name
change will benefit Winthrop.
"It will allow Winthrop to
receive more grants along with
giving it added prestige," he
said.

Minutes from Senate

submitted by Kristin Kenny
SGA secretary
The Senate meeting began at 8:11p.m. and the following
members were absent: Michael Anderson, Michelle Werner,
Derek Carlson, Heather Ashmore, Susan Olcott, and Daniela
Davenport. The reading of the minutes were waved. Tom
Webb requested that all senators write a letter to him telling
him how Student Government can function better in the
years to come.
Several seniors are concerned if their diploma will read
"Winthrop College" or "Winthrop University". If you have a
concern, please express it. The devotion was read by Regina
Pinckney as a quote from Abraham Lincoln.
Committee Reports:
S.A.C.: They have four requisitions left this semester,
but they have been unable to meet with the organizations to
go over their requests. They will be brought bedore Senate
as soon as they meet.
Campus Review: They are still trying to incoporate the
organization chartering forms from Tom Webb's office and
Student Government into one form for the ease of filling out
the information.
RUles and Regulations: No business
New Business: The requisitions for the Economics Club
and the Biology Club passed their first readings.
Announcements:
Elections are Wednesday- Vote!
Senators also need to sign up to man the polls.
A suggestion was made to have recycling bins downstairs in Dinkins
Meeting adjourned at 8:25.
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^reek Happenings
The Greek Happenings column is a way for the
Greek organizations on campus to make announcements to the student body.
If your Greek organization would like to annoi ,.ce an upcoming event or other important information, submit a typed or printed copy to The
Johnsonian, do Greek Happenings, Box 6800, or drop
it by our office in Bancroft Basement by Thursday at
5 p.m. Announcements not received by this time may
not be able to be printed in the next issue of The
Johnsonian, depending on space available.
(The Johnsonian would like to correct an error
made in last week's issue concerning D e l t a Sigma
T h e t a ' s Founder's Week calender of events.)
The
Xi Beta chapter of D e l t a Sigma T h e t a
celebrates Founder's Week:
Preserving the Past, Challenging the Present, Securing the F u t u r e
Wed., F e b . 19- African Day; Rafiki Ngoma African Dance Troop , 7p.m. Byrnes Aud.
T h u r . , F e b 20 - Jazz at Club Delta; "Rhapsody in
Red", 8p.m. Withers Aud.
Fri., F e b . 21 - Party Walk Competition and Delta
Party, 10p.m. Peabody Lower Gym.
Sat., Feb. 22 - Alpha Kappa Alpha and Delta
Sigma Theta Party, 9p.m. McBryde
Help D e l t a S i g m a T h e t a "preserve the past"
with African Day, Jazz Night at Club Delta, and
Founder's Day. "Challenge the present" with the
Delta Booth, and "secure the future" with rush and
proceeds geared toward community service from the
socials.
The Lambda Sigma chapter of D e l t a Zeta would
like to congratulate Winthrop's Homecoming Queen,
Kelly Hawkins! We are so proud of you! We love you!
We would also like to congratulate our pledges on
their excellent work on our Homecoming banner. It
won second place. Great work girls! We love you!
The brothers of S i g m a P h i E p s i l o n would like to
invite all faculty and staff to a car wash, Sunday
12:30-4:30 at Brandy's Party Shop on Cherry Rd.
The brothers of T a u K a p p a E p s i l o n would like
to welcome new associate members: Douglas Brooks,
Mike Linkroum, Walter Mondo, Dave Simpson, Todd
Altman and Brian Smith.
Special thanks to Eric Daniel and Wyatt Bryson
for a successful and DRY rush.
The brothers of T a u K a p p a E p s i l o n would also
like to congratulate TKE Sweethearts Aubrey Cohen
and Julie Kondra on their bids from Zeta T a u A l p h a .
Good luck!!!
The brothers ofTheta Sigma chapter of Pi K a p p a
A l p h a would like to thank everyone who contributed
to our domination of Homecoming 1992. Without the
support of our brothers, pledges, and friends, we could
have not accomplished this.
Congratulations to our Dream Girl, Kelly Hawkins, for being named the 1992 Homecoming Queen.
We love you!
Congratulations also go out to brother Eddie Gay
for a career high 29 points and for grabbing 10
rebounds in Saturday night's game. Also to brother
Jamie McVay and to pledge John Temple for their
outstanding performances.
We also would like to give brother Jason Howard
a pat on the back for a very successful Alumni
Weekend.
Also,, a loud cheer goes out to the Pike Gold and
the Pike Garnet intramural basketball teams for
winning last week and remaining undefeated.
We also would like to applaud the sisters of Z e t a
T a u A l p h a for winning the best dressed competition
at Spirit Night on Thursday. Way to go ladies!
The Epsilon Eta chapter of P i K a p p p a P h i
would like to congratulate Kelly Hawkins for
becoming 1992 Homecoming Queen.
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Business professor has had
many worldly experiences
Walter E. Mondo
Special to the Johnsonian
Roberts. Kline is a professor of management at
Winthrop. He's married and
has two children, Douglas,
18, a senior at Rock Hill High
School and Jeniffer, 26,
teacher at Belleview Elementary School.
Kline earned his bachelors degree in Business Education at Indiana State College.
He was awarded a Master
of Science in Education from
Indiana University of Pennsylvania and a Doctor of Education from the University of
Pittsburgh.
Kline has taught at the
University of Pittsburgh and
at the University of Akron.
His decision to come to
Winthrop in 1970 is due to the
presence at Winthrop of one
of his adviser's friends.
Kline has been a consultant to companies and schools
in the United States, Bermuda, Puerto Rico, Germany,
France, Spain, Great Britain
and Peru.
One ofhis most memorable
experiences occurred in 1985
when he went to Esan, Peru
together with Dr. Perselay.
He went there to teach a
management development
program entitled "Management and Effective Communication."
There, he was confronted
to another world where poverty and corruption were
dominating.
A great proportion of the
villages were "paper-box" vil-

ticularly interesting.
In other words, there is no
second chance
. "In Europe, the simplest
jobs can be very rewarding
providing that you are talented in what you are doing,"
he said.
Kline views competition
for jobs as an international
competition where educated
people get the job.
He said culture is a big
part of how businesses
operate.
Kline has conducted over
1,000 programs and workshopsfor business executives,
Photo by Matthew J. Rings administrative assistants,
secretaries and teachers in
Professor Robert Kline
40 states.
These programs have been
"Education in Peru is a conducted for companies such
privilege whereas it is taken as Airborne Freight, American Express Company, Bowafor granted here," he said.
At that time, the average ter, Cannon Mills Company,
worker in Peru was earning Homelite, Piedmont Natural
Gas Company and Springs
one dollar a day.
Kline became a tremen- Mills to name a few.
Kline has been recognized
dous business person by learning from people and their cul- with an "Excellence in Teaching Award" by Phi Kappa Phi,
tural attributes.
He stressed the major role a national honorary society.
In 1987, he was awarded
of the meal in France, which
is to enjoy both the company of Distinguished Professor. This
is
the
highest honorWinthrop
people and the food.
This was the reason why College bestows upon a facthe French Disneyland had to ulty member.
He has been published in
be remodeled.
People wanted to sit down many professional journals.
From 1976*1984, Kline
instead of lining up in front of
served as a member of the Aca fast food restaurant.
Kline said he was im- crediting Commission of the
pressed by the European's big Association of Independent
Colleges and Schools in Washbureaucracy.
He said he finds the Euro- ington D.C.
He soon became chairpean education system where
pass-fail exams prevail par- man of the commission.

Photo by Joel Nichols

Cheering F ans
Pi K a p p a Alpha f r a t e r n i t y come o u t i n l a r g e n u m b e r s to show t h e i r s u p p o r t
to t h e W i n t h r o p Eagle b a s k e t b a l l t e a m s d u r i n g Homecoming.

ADVERTISE IN
THE JOHNSONIAN

CALL 323-3419 FOR DETAILS
ASK FOR THE AD MANAGER
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This Week at Winthrop:
Wed., Feb. 19 - International Forum: Austrian view
of European Union, Kinard Aud., 6p.m.
Wed., F e b 19- Sat, Feb. 22 - Winthrop Theatre
production: "Mother Courage" Tillman Aud., 8p.m.
Thurs., Feb. 20 - Winthrop Baseball vs. Tennessee
Tech, baseball field, 1p.m.
Sat.., Feb. 22 - Saturday visit, campus tour and
group presentation, 10 a.m.
Sat., Feb. 22 - Writing profiency exam, Kinard
Aud., 10a.m. - 1p.m.
- 14th annual Eagle Run, $5 Fun
Run, $9 8K run, Coliseum, 11a.m.
- Winthrop Eagles vs. USC Coastal
Carolina, Coliseum, 7:30 p.m.
Sun., Feb.23 - Winthrop Softball vs. Georgia
Tech, softball field, 1 p.m.
- Gallery Talk : Michael Aurbach,
Rutledg Gallery I, 2 p.m.
- Faculty Recital:Martin Hughes,
Recital Hall, 4 p.m.
Mon., Feb. 24, Winthrop Lady Eagles vs. UNCGreensboro, Coliseum, 4 p.m.

Attention Modem Users:
The Johnsonian, in conjunction with the Academic Computing Center, now accepts articles
and other submissions through the Screamin'Eagle
BBS.
Follow-these simple instuctions to uploadtext
files to the paper:
1. Log into the Screamin' Eagle as:
U s e r n a m e : Johnsonian
P a s s w o r d : News
2. Go to the <F>iles menu.
3. <U>pload the text file that you wish
to submit. Be sure to include your
name and phone number, even for
anonymous articles.
4. <G>oodbye.
You will only be able to upload files to this account. The mail system and all of the other
features of the board cannot be accessed through
this account. Please use your own account for
these great features. Thanks for your submissions!

Public Safety
Forum
On Feb. 14, the residents
of Lee Wicker of received an
unforgettable valentine. . .
and a scary one at that! I
am speaking of a fire which
could have easily gotten out
of control.
However, thanks to
Marsha Therrell for call it
in to Public Safety, Jeff
Holliday for trying to
extinguish it from the very
beginning, the residence
hall staff for quickly getting
the building cleared (fire
drills do work), the residents
for patiently waiting until
it was safe, and all others
involved, a tragedy was
possibly avoided. We are
grateful no injuries occurred
during this incident.
And last but not least..
. maybe those students who
get irritated with us for tickets and tows on the fire
lane, will now understand
the importance of being able
to get the fire trucks in the
area.
Margaret Jordan, director of Public Safety

Speech.

Continued from pg.1
He said he does not see
how a college which tries to
call itself diverse cannot see
the importance of the speech
department.
He also asked how can the
administration be familiar
with the program if they do
not include students in their
meetings.
Another speech major,
Ray McKie, said he could not
see how students were not
consulted either.
"It's ironic how they can
compose a student research
body to look into changing
Winthrop's name, but can't
find anyone to investigate
possible cuts and changes."
The meeting ended two
and a half hours later, with no
one happy.
However, the students in
The Recycling trailer is open Wednesdays
the speech department have
decided to continue to fight to
from 3-5 p.m. and is located behind the Physical
keep their major from being
Plant.
Please contribute computer paper, newspaper, colored eliminated.
They will have a meeting
paper, and white paper.
Please do not contribute glossy paper, cardboard, today to elect officers and
plan what they are going to do
envelopes, nor anything with any type of glue on it. This
next.
type of paper cannot be used.

VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the mostrecognizedand
accepted credit cards In the world...Vlsa» and MasterCard®
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES-Tl TITION—ENTERTAINM E NTEMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAT RENTALSREPAIRS— AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

aOVO

No turn doMr.s!
N° credit checks!
No security deposit!
Approval absolutely guaranteed so

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

Police Bfeat
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through
the collaboration of the Winthrop College Police
Department and The Johnsonian. The purpose of
POLICE BEAT is to provide Winthrop students,
faculty, and staff with an awareness of crime and
criminal offenses which could occur on campus or the
surrounding community.

2-10-92 P e t t y L a r c e n y
Complainant stated that someone removed a tray
from her desk that contained five or six dollars
that belonged to the Lion's Club.
2-14-92 D i s r e g a r d i n g stop sign, Possesion of
wine while u n d e r 21
Reporting officer observed a car operated by
subject roll through a posted stop sign without
breaking. The car continued to accerlerate at a
speed exceeding posted speed limits. When the
car stopped and was approached, the reporting
officer smelled a slight odore of alcohol coming
from the subject's mouth. Subject admitted to
consuming alcoholic beverage earlier and was
issued citations.
2-15-92 F i r e at Lee Wicker
Complainant reported a fire at the aboved location. Upon the arrival of the Rock Hill Fire
Department, the fire was put out and an arson
investigator took samples and cleared the scene.
Physical plant employees recored the door and
cleaned water damage.
2-15-92 Unlawful possession a n d consumpt i o n of alcohol, m i n o r i n possession of alcohol
Reporting officer observed subject #1 walking
across the parking lot drinking from a can of beer
and throwing it to the ground. Also observed
subjects #2 and #3 standing on the sidewalk,
drinking from a can of beer. All subjects were
arrested and while walking with them, the reporting officer observed subject #4 standing in
the parking lot holding a bottle of mal liquor in his
hand. Subject #4 was also arrested. The four
subjects were taken to Public Safety and citations
were issued.

Henson — —

continued from pg. 2
ber Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
He said he has a lot of
close friends in this fraternity
and he qualifies his Pi Kappa
Alpha experience as his best
overall experience in being a
total person.
Also, he said he is thinking about his teammates andclose friends who are upset,

because they cannot play
basketball with him. Nevertheless, he also thinks positively.
"Even though I didn't
play, I did rest mentally and
physically and I enjoyed myself more," he said. "It's a very
good step before trying an
experience in Europe and
gaining another perspective."

STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224Qg<,HOLlYWQyD,FL 33022
Y E S !
1 want VlSA^/MASTFERCHRLy® Credit
Cards. Enclosed find $15 which* 100*feft*»dable if not
approved Immediately.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STA-

PHONE —

.S.S.

SIGNATURE
NOTE: M a s l o C a i t i Is • registered tradeimrit <* I
Visa is a registered trademark of VISA U & A . J
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SGA elections handled
quickly, unprofessionally
oy Alvin McEwen
News Editor
By the time students
read this newspaper, SGA
elections will already be
takingplace. Last Wednesday was the final day to
turn in an intent to run
form and those who were
running started that night.
And now elections are today. How many students
were aware of this?
A better question: how
many students know who's
running and how they
stand on issues. I for one
do not. Of course, there
was a forum for all of the
candidates Tuesday night,
this was not good enough.
After going here for almost
three years, I've learned
t h a t hardly anyone comes
to these forums, except for
a small number of concerned students and the
candidates' cheerleaders.
This election simply
passed by too fast. It has
implications on the entire
student body, since the SGA
president and vice president will be elected, so
why was it handled as if it
were nothing serious?
A better solution would
have been to have a two
week campaign instead of
one week. That way, The
Johnsonian would have

been able to cover candidates' platforms and the
election fully for all the students. It is impossible for
us to have special coverage
of the election now, seeing
that the actual start of the
campaign and the election
itself falls on consecutive
Wednesdays, after we go
to press.
However, it would seem
that SGA's hands are tied
by the Winthrop handbook
that states that elections
will only take place one
week. Still, I cannot see
how Senate could not make
a r e c o m m e n d a t i o n to
extend elections beforehand.
I was under the impression t h a t they are
trying to get students involved in the elections. How
can students get involved
when they are not able to
get adequate coverage of
who's running for office? In
fact, there was a special forum for presidential and
vice presidential candidates last night. Some of
the people run ning for these
offices were not even adequetly informed of this forum. One candidate found
out about the forum when
she saw a flyer hanging on
a wall.
Two weeks ago, Scott

McLellan, the managing
editor, wrote an editorial
on the problem of litter on
this campus. This election
will enhance that problem
because of the shortage of
time to campaign, the candidates will feel t h a t they
have to bombard the campus with posters of themselves. These posters will
probably be everywhere,
from the elevator in Kinard,
to the bathroom door in
Richardson. Of course, who
am I kidding? Even if there
was time for proper coverage, the candidates would
do that anyway.
But back to my original
point: there should have
been enough time for
adequate coverage. An election of this magnitude
should take longer than a
week so students can get to
know which candidate is
best for the job. It is unfortunate that it will not be so.
One would think t h a t in a
time of student apathy on
this campus, SGA would do
its utmost to wake students
up. But by having this very
serious election with implications on the entire student body breeze by, SGA
has proven that it has not
become part of the solution,
but part of the problem of
student apathy.
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too TKE challenges rumors

do

So w h a t
you

us
know!
Send in a
l e t t e r to t h e editor.
Mail i t to P.O. Box
6800 or drop i t by t h e
Publications office in
Bancroft Basement.
We look f o r w a r d to
h e a r i n g f r o m you!

I would like to t a k e this o p p o r t u n i t y to dispel
t h e r u m o r s t h a t T a u K a p p a Epsilon is going to
lose i t s c h a r t e r . O u r n a t i o n a l s is not going to pull
our c h a r t e r , a n d we will n o t be d i s a p p e a r i n g from
c a m p u s . W h i l e i t m a y be t r u e t h a t T K E i s n o t t h e
l a r g e c h a p t e r t h a t i t once was, our s t r e n g t h lies i n
brotherhood, not in

numbers.

Letter

to the Editor

We a r e a s k i n g for
t h e h e l p of o t h e r G r e e k organizations to h e l p u s
p u t a n e n d to t h e r u m o r s a b o u t our demise, bec a u s e a s G r e e k s w e should all s u p p o r t e a c h o t h e r
r a t h e r t h a n a t t e m p t to t e a r each o t h e r down. To
continue s p r e a d i n g r u m o r s a n d o u t r i g h t lies n o t
only h u r t s T K E , b u t t h e e n t i r e G r e e k f a m i l y a t
Winthrop.
Scott M. F i e l d s
p r e s i d e n t , T a u K a p p a Epsilon

Editorial: Whose school
is it anyway?
by Mary Frances Monckton
Editor
Last spring the big hoopla
was about closing Bancroft as
a residence hall. So they did.
They needed it for office space.
Over the course of this year,
we have watched the main
building of Bancroft fill up
again.
Mass Communication is
onthefirstfloor while Johnson
Hall is renovated. The English and Speech departments
are now on the second floor
and the History and Political
Science departments are on
the third floor.
I think I remember something about overcrowding and
yet, now, the third floor of
Kinard is completely empty.
The office space once used for
Political Science is empty now,
except for the air circulating
through it. Good thing we got
that extra space.
Which brings me to another question. Winthrop is
going to get the $15 million
grant for Sims science building. But nobody knows what
is going to happen to the old
science building. Really?
Wasn't that figured into the
grant? Should we really have
to question these decisions?
Apparently so.
Something isn't right here.
Who is making these decisions? Look at the story on the
front page this week-the one

about speech being dropped
from the major program. As
the article shows, some students knew nothing about the
drop until an hour or so before
the forum. Why? They are the
ones who will be most affected
by this change.
This kind of thing happened recently with the
Wednesday meeting time
proposal. Prom what I understand, that mess was caused
because the proposal did not
move through the proper
channels.
Somethingis going to have
to change. How can the
administrators
expect
students and faculty to respect
them when they seem to have
so little respect for the
students and faculty? As a
student, I am paying a large
sum of money to attend college.
I feel I should be informed of
any decisions that may affect
my life in this academic
setting. I also feel cheated
when I hear of yet another
instance
whon
the
administration has made a
decision "on the spur of the
moment."
I'm sure most of the
decisions made are well
researched and well thought
out when it comes to facts and
figures. But when the research
involves student and faculty
opinions, the notebook is
empty.
WHAT WERE you
A Boy AND A
SfOffep flC*ER?1?
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Visions in Action
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New Programs

a nonsectarian, nonprofit organization
offering one-year
intem-ships in
African
cities in
Zimbabwe,
Kenya,
Uganda, and
Frenchspeaking West
Africa. Positions
are available with
African nonprofit organizations,
international development organizations,
newspapers, magazines, research
institutes, and health clinics. The program
involves a month-long orientation including
intensive language study, followed by an 11month internship.

^wmm

Visions will introduce a six month
Hucational internship in South Africa
leginning in June 1992. Ask about new
programs scheduled for 1993-1994 in
India and Haiti.
Application Deadlines

&tt£KS2£2&

£iec2Escs3?icta

October I, 1991
for Zimbabwe
program beginning
January 1992;
March I, 1992 for
South Africa program
beginning June 1992; April
1, 1992 for Kenya program
beginning July 1992; May 15,
1992 for Uganda
program beginning
August 1992; July
I, 1992 for West
Africa program
beginning October
1992.

fknisn?$:n\
!&3£&£M3£;

Program Areas
• Development journalism and writing
• Project management
• Youth group organizing and community
development
• Health care education and clinical assistance
•Women's and environmental issues
• Low-income housing facilitation
• Scientific research

> Drinking and drugs dowa your mind and cause
risky choices.
> Unsafe sex can lead to AIDS.

Visions in Action

Finances
Interns are required to cover their own
costs; community and individual fundraising
efforts through sponsorships are encouraged. Total
fees including airfare are between $4200 and $4800
per year.

For applications contact:
3637 Fulton St. NW Washington DC 20007 • (202) 625-7403

> Get help for a drug or drinking problem.
> H you have sex. use condoms. Or avoid taking
the risk altogether*

WANTED:
Highly m o t i v a t e d s t u d e n t s to play a n active role in
m a i n t a i n i n g close ties w i t h Winthrop College Alumni,
t h e c o m m u n i t y a n d t h e s t u d e n t body.

STUDENT
ALUMNI
COUNCIL
j-U Part)

* F^<
prmrif

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

• J o i n us f o r a n o p e n house to l e a r n m o r e a b o u t Stud e n t Alumni Council on Tues., Feb. 25 f r o m 8-9:30 p.m. in
304 Tillman Hall.
• Applications m a y b e picked u p b e g i n n i n g Wed., Feb.
12 in t h e Alumni Office, 304 Tillman, o r f r o m a n y S t u d e n t
Alumni Council m e m b e r .
Deadline for applications: Wed., Feb. 26
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Curtain opens on 'Mother Courage' to reveal
talented cast, emotional plot
by Jennifer Phillips
Staff Writer
"Mother Courage and Her Children" is a
complex tale chronicling the horrors of war
through the struggle of a peasant family to
survive. Specifically, this war is the Thirty
Years' War of the 1600s, but war is war.
The play depicts the glory of war, but by
the end it spends more time with hungry,
limping soldiers in tatters. The play deals with
the emotional as well as physical wreckage
caused by war and could be perceived as a
warning against war.
Mother Courage, played by Sandra
Williams, should be commended. She did an
excellent job portraying a wise peasant woman
from the 1600s . While all acting was among
the best I've seen at Winthrop, the show did
rest with her. Kattrin, played by Suzanne
Weir, also did an excellent job as a mute.
Yvette, played by Leslie Gravett.was a
captivating character who added humor to the
play with her abundant love live.
Act I moved a little slow, but I think that
was due to first night jitters and will be worked
out by the end of the run. Act II was concrete

and lively. Everything fell into place in Act II.
Before intermission, the play had been termed
as abstract by an audience member—possibly
because the use of slidesin addition to the
narration didn't seem to make sense at first.
The slides became understandable in Act II and
the narration became much clearer as well.
The set construction of this play was a bit
unusual. The stage was extended by placing a
plank across the first few rows of seats in the
auditorium. This construction was well used
but caused problems for audience members
seated in the front and to the plank's sides.
They had to decide whether the show was worth
sitting sideways to see certain scenes or if they
would simply forego seeing parts of the play.
"Mother Courage and Her Children" is well
worth seeing. Its' slightly slow beginning was
quickly recovered and forgotten by the end,
because Act II was so overwhelmingly good.
Cast and crew, thank you for sharing Bertolt
Brecht's heart-wrenching story with us in such
an excellcent manner.
"Mother Courage and Her Children" can be
seen Feb. 19-22 at8p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
It is an approved cultural event.

AND HER CHILDREN

Alex Haley to be remembered for
his literary accomplishments
by Annette Lanier
Staff Writer
Alex Haley is one of the
influencial writers of the
20th century.Haley's most
famous work, "Roots: The
Saga of an American
Family," inspired many
Americans, both white and
black, to trace their family
ancestry. Haley spent more
than a decade collecting
information and writing the
book on his African ancestry.
Haley's hard work paid
off. He won a Pulitzer Prize
for taking the reader on a
historical trip to Africa,
depicting si avery in Am erica,
and
examining
the
acquisition of freedom for
black Americans. Sparking
one of the most watched
miniseries of all times,
"Roots" hit the bestseller list
in 1977 and was translated

into 37 languages.
With a career spanning
over 50years, he began writing
in the Coast Guard at the age
of 17. While serving in the
Coast Guard during World
War II, Haley wrote letters
dictated to him by shipmates
and also worked on several
manuscripts. In 1952, Haley
became chief journalist—a
position created for him by
the Coast Guard.
In 1959, he freelanced for
many magazines. Oneofthese
magazines
included
"Playboy." During his career,
Haley also interviewed variety
of people including Miles
Davis, Melvin Belli, Martin
Luther King J r., and American
Nazi Party leader, George
Lincoln Rockwell.
"The Autobiography of
Malcolm X" is another famous
book written by Haley. In this

book, Haley chronologically wrote about the
black leader, Malcolm X.
Information on the life of
Malcolm X has recently
caused the book to go into
a new printing. This book
is currently on the
bestseller list.
Haley was also a
leturer and a host of a
series on black film
makers, which recently
aired
on
Black
EntertainmentTelevision.
This
American
storyteller leaves a legacy
for others to succeed in the
literary world.
Haley died on Feb. 10,
1992, of a heart attack in
Seattle at the age of 70.
Some information
taken from the Feb. 11
issue of The Herald.

Play to celebrate black Americans
by Tammy Mason
Staff writer
The Association of
Ebonites will be presenting
"Salute to Black Americans:
He's Not Heavy, He's My
Brother" on Feb. 21 at 8 p.m.in McBryde.
The play starts off in
Africa with a group of girls
doing dances around African
kings and queens. Then
Africans are brought to
America as slaves.
Regina Pinckney, one of
the writers of the play, said
the main point is that without
God and spiritual guidance,
black people would not have
been able to make it through
the trials and tribulations of

According to Miller, this
slavery.
According to Pinckney, the play promises to be
play will also be presenting entertaining as well as
eight black pioneers, four educational.
"It is one of the most
women and four men, who
have contributed to the black rewarding projects I have
worked
on along with some
endeavors and to the
American society as a whole. of the most talented persons
Pinckney said a lot of on campus," Miller said.
Pinckney said, "There is
people may have heard of an
invention, but they didn't so much black history to
know that it was invented by encase in one month, and I
a black person. For example, hope this play will open the
Garret Morgan invented the eyes of someone to further
first automatic stoplight and inquire about black history."
She also said that play is for
the inhalator.
Other writers of the play blacks as well as all other
are Roshaunda Miller, races. Everyone is welcomed
LaFreda Singleton, Estee because a lot of black
Mendoza, Phila Riley, and contributions have helped
all.
Annette Jackson.

Orchestra performance
dazzles audience
formally for the occasion with
the males wearing tuxedos and
On Monday night, the Fine the females wearing colorful
formal
gowns. The lighting
Arts Association and Winthrop
College hosted a concert given was gentle, which added to
by the European Community the relaxed, yet formal,
Chamber Orchestra. The concert setting.
In a pre-lecture given in
was performed in Byrnes
Auditorium to a generous-sized the recital hall before the
audience. Wilfred Delphin and concert, Gene Barban
Edwin Romain, both from South discussed, in detail, the
Carolina, were the featured duo composers and the music.
pianists of the evening. This Barban also gave a preview of
duo has received rave reviews the music that was to be
from music critics around the performed by the orchestra.
country.
The European He started the lecture by
Community Chamber Orchestra explaining the difference
has
an
outstanding between a chamber orchestra
international reputation as well. and a symphony. A chamber
Even
though
the orchestra is made up of
atmosphere was formal, the approximately 25 pieces, most
string
musicians seemed at home on of which are
stage. The performers dressed see ORCHESTRA, pg. 11
by Laura Coleman

Staff Writer

Vanderbilt professor to
display work in Rutledge
(From release) Aprofessor
of fine arts from Vanderbilt
University will exhibit his
work inspired by the rites of
passingbeginningFeb. 23 and
running through April 5 in
Rutledge Gallery I.
Michael Aurbach uses wit,
parody, and a knowledge of
art history to produce ironic
variations on the funeral motif.
Aurbach's works have
been displayed at Bernice
Steinbaum Gallery in New
York as well as at various
locations throughout the
southeast.
The artist will present a
gallery talk Sun., Feb. 23, at 2
p.m. Other events include a
gallery walk-through March 3
at 1 p.m. and a reception March

Artist Michael Aurbach
3 at lp.m. and a reception March
5 at 6:45 p.m. Rutledge Galleries
are open Mon.-Fri., 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m. and Sun., 1 p.m.-4:30
p.m. For more information, call
ext. 2493.
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Cynthia Roddey
First black student recalls days at Winthrop
by Anne Bonett
Staff Writer
On May 17, 1954, the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that
segregation
in
public
education
was
unconstitutional. It took just
over a decade before this
decision came to affect
Winthrop College and the life
of a Johnson C. Smith
University Cum Laude
graduate.
Winthrop was established
in 1887. The state charter for
the college stated that it was
to be an institution for the
practical training and higher
education of white girls. This
was challenged in 1949 and
was then changed to the
education of girls. This did
not make a difference to black
students because at this time
South Carolina had a law
which stated that blacks and
whites could not be educated
together. This was in effect
even after the 1954 U.S.
Supreme Court decision. It
was still on the law books in
1962 although it had already
been declared to be void. It
took a court battle a couple of
years later to get black
students into Clemson
University
and
the
University of South Carolina.
There were no formal
applications from black girls
to Winthrop until 1962. The
president at the time, Dr
Charles S. Davis, announced
that Winthrop had received
three incomplete applications
for admission from black
girls. Theseapplicationswere
never completed.
On July 20,1964, Cynthia
Plair Roddey became the first
black student to enroll at
Winthrop College. Roddey,
who was 24 at the time, had
received a bachelors degree
from Johnson C. Smith
University. At Winthrop, she
enrolled for a master of arts
degree in library science.
Roddey who is a Rock Hill
native, is now a media
coordinator in the Charlotte/
Mecklenburg School System
and still lives in Rock Hill.
She went on to receive a
doctorate of ministry and is
very active in the
Sigma
Delta Theta. sorority at
Winthrop.
Q. T h e decision to
integrate education was
in effect even before you
graduated from high
school.
You a t t e n d e d
Johnson
C.
Smith
U n i v e r s i t y in N o r t h
Carolina
for
your
u n d e r g r a d u a t e degree.
Had you ever t h o u g h t
about coming to Winthrop
for your u n d e r g r a d u a t e
degree?
A. My grandfather and
father both worked at
Winthrop back then and my
father always said that one

Photo by M a t t e w J. Rings

Cynthia Roddey was the first
black student to attend
Winthrop College in 1964.
day his daughter was going
to attend Winthrop. At the
time, though, I did not think
about Winthrop being a
possibility.
Q. What made you
decide to attend Winthrop
for y o u r graduate degree?
A. I had taken some
graduate courses in library
science at Johnson C. Smith
and I needed six more hours
to complete my degree. The
closest place other than
Winthrop to complete my
degree was in Columbia. I
couldn't go all the way to
Columbia to complete my
degree as I had two small
children to take care of andl
commuted to Charlotte
everyday where I worked.
Q. Did your decision
have anything to do with

any notice of me. I think they
thought I was one of the maids
because the only black women
the students saw on campus
were maids. I don't think they
recognized me as being a
student. Of course, I lived off
campus and only attended
Saturday evening classes so I
wasn't there a lot for the
students to see. I think that a
lot has to be said for the
administration in the way
they handled the situation.
My enrollment was treated
no different than anyone
else's.
Q.
What w a s t h e
reaction you got from
people in your classes?
A. They handled it by
ignoring me. I don't remember
ever making any friends in
my classes. It was like being
the invisible man. I guess I
made more friends with the
faculty and my advisors. I
didn't really feel like I was
part of Winthrop.
Q. Why do you think
they ignored you?
A. Well, you have to
think back to the time we are
talking about. Lots of white
people didn't know any black
people intimately. They did
not have any social contact
with black people.
For
instance, one person followed
me into the bathroom one
day. She wanted to ask me
some questions but didn't
want to in front of the other
white people because she felt

"I don't remember ever
making any friends in my
classes. It was like being
the invisible man."
the effort by the NAACP
t o get b l a c k s t u d e n t s
admitted to Winthrop?
A. No. It was basically for
the convenience that I chose
Winthrop. At the time that I
came to Winthrop, the court
case against the state of South
Carolina had already been
settled and black students had
gained admission to the
University of South Carolina
and to Clemson University.
There was never any court
case against Winthrop. They
were already open to black
students. I came because
Winthrop offered what I
needed. However, for some
people it became a political
statement.
Q.
What w a s t h e
reaction you got f r o m
people at Winthrop?
A. It was very peaceful
and quiet. No one really took

she would be ostracized. She
wanted to know about the
NAACP and if they were
sending me to Winthrop.
Q. Was there ever any
interaction between you
and the other students?
A. No, not at all. The only
thing that has really brought
me back to Winthrop is the
fact that I was an advisor to a
a black sorority. I am also an
active member of the Black
Alumni.
Q. Why do you think
that
there was no
interaction between you
and the other students?
A. As I said before, they
simple had never known any
black people besides the
custodial workers. They just
did not know how to react to
See RODDEY, pg. 11

Student
endures
personal hardships,
succeeds at Winthrop
by Toni Morgan
Staff Writer
As we celebrate Black
History makers of the past
and present, there comes a
time when we must
recognize the black history
makers of the future.
Tracey Williams, a
senior at Winthrop, will be
one history maker of the
future.
As president of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, a
Residence Assistant of
Wofford Hall, Winthrop
Ambassador and a member
of the Association of
Ebonites, Williams is
actively involved in the
Winthrop community.
In addition to being
active on campus, she also
interns at Mt. Gallant
Elementary School in Rock
Hill where she enjoys
helping students learn.
Although very active on
campus and within the
Rock Hill community,
Williams still managed to
make the Dean's List for the
Fall 1991 semester.
She credits her success
and active involvement at
Winthrop to her mother and
childhood experiences.
As a little girl growing
up in Greenwood, South
Carolina, Williams was
faced
with
the
responsibility of taking care
of her parapeligic father,
after school and on
weekends while her mother
worked to support the
family.

"This
experience
enabled me to be more
responsible at an early age.
It developed my personality
and made me realize that
no matter what challenges
I
face in life, I can
persevere."
Resently,
she
experienced the death of
her mother to breast cancer.
"As I remember all of
the things my mother went
through with breast cancer,
I recall needing help right
then and there. Although I
had friends at Winthrop
that supported me, I also
needed counselors to talk
to.
I didn't have counselors
then and I think that when
people need help, they
should be able to get it
right away."
It was through this
experience that Williams
decided to dedicate her life
to making sure t h a t
counseling programs would
be made available to anyone
who
needs
help
immediately.
After completing her
undergraduate studies in
May 1992, Williams wants
to earn a doctorate's degree
in counseling.
"Although I wont be
going back to school right
away, I know that this goal
will be achieved because
when you carry Christ
wherever you go and greet
each morning with a smile
and believe in yourself,
nothingwill beimpossible."

J AFRICA
ALIVE!
Saturday. February 22,1992
10:00 A M t o 4:00 PM

»yf

ADMISSION: $1.00
PER PERSON
Foe information call
(803) 329-2121

SPONSORS:
Hoechst C e l a n e s e Corporation
B o w a t e r C a r o l i n a Division
South C a r o l i n a Arts C o m m i s s i o n
Central City Optimist Club
- Celebrate the magic of folktales with
acclaimed storyteller Paula Larke
•Join the Cultural Movement Dance
Company as they perform African
dances, chants and games
-Discover "Stars Over Africa' In our
Settlemyre Planetarium
-learn to make an African Craft
-Speak an African language
-Shop In an African Market Place
•Explore African natural history
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Comedian Kim Coles leaves a
colorful impression on Winthrop
Coles also performed on and produced by comedian
by Melanie Gustin
"Star Search", where she was Keenan Ivory Wayans. Workand Alvin McEwen
the first black woman to do ing on the show with him is
Section Editors
Many people see comedi- comedy. She also was the his two brothers, Damon and
Shawn and his sister, Kim.
enne Kim Coles as the actor opening act for singer Luther
Coles said, particularly
who performed for only one Vandross.
Coles said she did "In inthefirstseason, KimWayan
season on the popular show
"In Living Color". However, Living Color" because she got the majority of the female
roles. She said though this is
Coles has been an acting and wanted to do sketch comedy,
performing comedian since like her influences Carol not balanced, Wayans has
talent and deserves to be on
high school.
the show. She also said she is
At the age of 14, she said
thankful for her experience on
because she was overweight,
the show.
she developed a personality to
"I learned about the busi"win friends and influence
ness and about life in general
people". She was quite popuand that is probably the most
lar, involved in the Drama
valuable lesson in the world,"
Club, and chosen as class
she said.
president for all four years
After leaving the show,
of high school. She said inColes said she was and still is
stead o f being the silly fat
"anxious
to no longer be the
girl, she was funny and said
girl who used to be on 'In LivFile photo
what people wanted to hear.
ing Color' because she had a
Coles was born in Kim Coles
career before the show.
Brooklyn, N.Y., where she
She said it bothers her
attended public school. After Burnette, Lily Tomlin, Whoopi
which, she went to college but Goldberg, and Tracey Ullman. when people who meet her
later dropped out to find She said she was asked to ask, "You used to be Kim
audition because there was a Coles didn't you?" Coles said
something more fulfilling.
Shortly after dropping out "buzz" around the industry it hurt her in particular when
of school, she performed her about her. Before "In Living a woman came up to her and
first comedy skit at a beauty Color", she had done a few asked her that.
"It hurt my feelings bepageant for large size women. commercials.
"We were renegades," cause. .. she was defining me
Curiously, the skit was about
how stupid beauty pageants Coles said about the show, through that little box," she
"we were poking fun at things said. I will always be Kim
were.
After the pageant, Coles that weren't supposed to be Coles, she said.
Coles is still doing stand
began working in comedy poked fun at, so there was an
up comedy. She has three
clubs. She said this was be- air of danger..."
more
college engagements
She said for this reason,
coming popular because of
after leaving Winthrop. She
Eddie Murphy's performi ng on the show was fun.
However, she said she has recently acquired a dethe circuit. A friend of hers
then talked her into doing a learned a lot about the politics velopment deal with NBC network. As a part of the deal,
stint: "Showtime at the of show business.
" I got a heavy dose of real- NBC is developing a comedy
Apollo".
Coles' role was that of ism," she said," things aren't show for her while at the
same time looking to put her
the comedienne who would always going to be fair."
She said "In Living Color" on some of its existing shows.
talk to the audience between
Coles s aid she is discovacts. She said the producers was not and is still not baldecided to put her on the anced. Coles said when she ering more about the politics
show, so she began to get was on the show, it was diffi- of the business by learning
training in front of large, cult being a woman because about the long process it
the show was dominated by takes to choose a suitable
noisy audiences.
"...that was the best kind men. She also said it was cast for a show.
Coles is very excited
of training you can get," she difficult not being a family
about her future. She said if
said. "If you can handle the member.
"In Living Color" is a com- the show doesnotwork.sheis
Apollo audience, you can just
edy show that was created always avaliable.
about handle anything."

WINTHROP PROFILE

photo by Matthew J. Rings

Name: Michael L. Gray
Hometown: Greenville, S.C.
Born:Oct. 23,1972 in Greenville, S.C.
M a j o r : Computer Information Systems
Class rank: Sophomore
Campus Activities: Orientation Assistant, Resident Assistant, and involved in Winthrop Intramurals.
Three w o r d s that best describe me: Friendly,
accomplished, and humorous.
Accomplishment I most cherish: Receiving
the United Stated ROTC Scholarship.
I w o u l d like to meet: Larnelle Harris
My most favorite
book: "Flowers for Algernon"
movie: "The Secret of My Success"
music: Jazz
I can do without: Me complaining.
In my free time, I like to: Play sports, listen to
music, and hang out with friends.
People may be surprised t o know: I was a
Winthrop cheerleader my freshman year.
Future plans: I plan to go to graduate school at
either Georgia Tech or Harvard and travel around
the world.

CAN YOUR TRASH

Ping Pong and Pool
Tnurnamgnt Finals

BEACHES ARE

WW

Thurs. Feb. 20
9:30 p.m.
Everyone welcome to spectate

UJalt|§)iSRen Ulorld

Dinkins
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Roddey — — —

continued from pg. 9

Q. I read an article in a reunion that I actually got to
the newspaper from 1964 meet them. I had read about
in which you were quoted them but didn't get to see them
as saying t h a t you never at college. They lived on
experienced any personal campus and their experiences
violence. Did you at any were very different to mine.
They don't see their Winthrop
time feel threatened?
A. Well, the summer experience through the rose
I came
to Winthrop, colored glasses that I do.
Q. How long did you
Mississippi was integrating.
I remember sitting in front of attend Winthrop?
A. I started in the summer
my little black and white
T.V. set and watching the of 64 and graduated in 67. I
violence in Mississippi. I just went year round but only to
couldn't believe that this was Saturday evening classes.
Q. Do you t h i n k it was
happeing in America. It just
seemed like it was some worth coming to Winthrop
foreign country.
My and would you do it over?
A. Oh yes, if I had to I
experiences with integration
were so different. There were would.
Q.
How did y o u r
two policemen on Winthrop's
campus to protect me. My experiences at Winthrop
neighbors told me not to worry affect your life?
A. It was mucb enriched
because they were going to
guard my house. They told me because of the academic and
to get good grades and leave cultural exposure.
Q. You have t h r e e
my safety to them. Their
protects was never necessary children who are grown up.
Did you ever think of
though.
Q. What do you think sending them to Winthrop?
A. I would have sent them
made the difference here?
Society of the United Stales starting in October
Everyone can agree with
A. I think it was the to Winthrop if it offered what
and make every choice a beautiful one.
|pj)
aclress Ana-Alicia — it's
they
wanted.
One
of
my
Look for displays with this seal wherever you buy
administration and of course
inhumane to test personal
we didn't have George children did come to Winthrop
your personal care products. Or write The Humane
care products on animals.
Wallace, the Governer of for a summer but he went on
TtottowH/uioK*.- Now there's an easy way for Society of the United States for more information
on this program.
Alabama, standing in front to USC because they did not
you to identify which products are not. Watch for
mmjTa 2100 L Street. NW
of the school door in Little offer what he needed. I have
The Beautiful Choice™ symbol from The Humane
Washington. DC 20037
Rock trying to block blacks had several nieces and
1-800-372-0800
from coming in. Dr. Davis nephews graduate from
(For membership Inquiries and
' Beautiful Choice" campaign Information)
the president at Winthrop Winthrop.
® 1990. Tt* Humane Society o( the lulled Slalcs Ml Klghl.s Rrsmrd
Q. What kind of advice
then, gave me a call a week
earlier. He asked if I would would you give b l a c k
like to handle the media. I s t u d e n t s w h o a r e a t
Location
asked that the school handle Winthrop today?
Event
Time
Date
A. First of all they need to
Kinard Auditorium
it. There was no cirus of
International
Forum:
6
p.m.
Feb.
19
cameras and it went by set some priorities. Academics
Dr. Annemarie Wiseman
comes first. After all that's
peacefully.
Tillman Auditorium
Mother Courage
Q. Did you ever meet what they came to college for. Feb. 19-22 8 p.m.
the three black students They should do everything
Michael Aurbach Gallery Rutledge Gallery I
who came to Winthrop possible to get that degree not Feb. 23
2 p.m.
only for personal gain but for
a f t e r you?
Talk
A. I knew about them the services they can take back
Recital Hall
Faculty Recital: Martin
but it wasn't until recently at to their communities.
4 p.m.
Feb. 23

-SURE, I USE PRODUCTS THAT HELP ME
LOOK MY BEST, THE REAL BEAUTY
is THAT THEY'RE NOT ANIMAL-TESTED:'

Ewiat

Hughes

\SrNOW PLAYING AT CINEMA 7:
Juice R 7:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Orchestra
Final Analysis R 7:00 p.m. 9:15 p.m.
continued from pg. 8
Medicine Man PG-13 7p.m. 9:10 p.m.
instruments, and has no
The first-chair
Fried Green Tomatoes PG-13 7 p.m. 9:25p.m. conductor.
violin is the leader in a
chamber orchestra.
This
Shining Through R 9:20p.m.
factor separates the chamber
orchestra from the symphony.
Hook PG 7p.m.
Works composed by
Britten, Mozart, Sollima and
Walt Disney's Beauty and the Beast
Hayden were featured in this
performance. In the first half
G 7p.m. 9p.m.
of the concert, the "Simple
Prince of Tides R 7:05 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Symphony" composed by
Coming Friday: Radio Flier, Rap: The Movie,
Stop or My Mom will Shoot
Cinema 7
Behind Rock Hill Mall
Cherry Rd. 366-5127

Benjamin Britten and
Mozart's "Piano Concerto in F
Major, K. 242 (arranged for 2
pianos) were both performed
with grace and great skill.
Delphin and Romain did a
superb job playing Mozart's
concerto. Their timing and
technical
skills
were
exceptional. After finishing
the concerto, the duo was
called back for an encore

performance
The second half of the
concert included "The
Columbus Egg," written by a
contemporary composer
named Giovanni Sollima, and
Haydn's "Symphony No. 65 in
A Major." "The Columbus
Egg," a U.S. world premiere,
has been newly commissioned
in celebration of the 1992
Columbus anniversary of the
discovery ofAmerica. Funding
from the Italian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs made the
performance
of
this
interesting work possible in
theUnited States. "Symphony
No. 65 in A Major" was the
final piece played in the
concert.
The
exquisite
musicianship was evident
throughout the concert.
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Eagles fall to UNC-A
by Brice Laughter
Staff Writer
The Winthrop Eagles lost
in overtime Sat. to UNCAshville before a homecoming
crowd of 2,456.
The first half was a
basically a shootout between
Mark Haily of Winthrop and
Mike Alexander of UNC Ashville who both led the
scoring in the first half with
13 points apiece.
Thefirsthalf saw nine lead
changes and the score tied
eight times as both teams
followed a pace of exchanging
baskets. The Eagles ended the
half
with a one- point
advantage.
The first six minutes of
the second half saw the Eagles
extend their slim halftime lead
to 7 points behind the inside
play of Eddie Gay who had 23

of his game high 29 points in
the second half and the
overtime period.
However, in the next two
minutes of play, UNC Ashville managed to score the
7 unanswered points they
trailed by and tied the Eagles
for the first time in the half.
Winthrop held a basket
lead until the six minute mark
of the second half when the
Bulldogs took the lead and
didn't allow the Eagles to even
knot the score up until the
final 14 seconds of the game.
Mark Haily tipped in the
rebound of Carlo Wilkins
freethrow to send the game
into overtime.
Gay then scored all six of
the Eagles points in overtime,
but it wasn't enough as UNC Ashville defeated the Eagles
78-75.

Soccer looks promising

Bailey holds record for assists
From release: A Winthrop Lady Eagle basketball
player holds the college's alltime
assist
record in the 22year-old basketball program at
Winthrop.
Sheila Bailey became the
Lady Eagle alltime
assist
leader with 395
assists, as well
as averaging
over ten points
per game last season.
Currently, she leads the Big
South Conference in steals
with an average of 3.3 per
game in conference play, and
is on track to remain
Winthrop's all-time assist
leader. Bailey is noted in the
stats as a Big South toptwenty scorer.

total score as well as to the low
women's and men's teams
totals. Awards will also be
given to the two individual
medalists.
Winthrop coach Eddie
Weldon, in his fourth year at
the helm, has the top five
players returning on the Lady
Eagle's team which will pursue
it's fourth consecutive Big
South Conference title in April
and the men's squad features
a blend of youth and veterans
that includes what Weldon
calls his best recruiting class
ever.
The women will be led by
Margee
Brennan
and
Catherine Rheiner. Brennan
captured the 1990 Big South
medalist title as a freshman

while Rheiner took the honor
inl991 in her freshman year.
Both players were allconference selections last
season. Winthrop's other
returnees include Leigh
Crenshaw, Daneen Graham
and Tanya Domin.
Leading the men will be
Paul Tomlinson who finished
second in the Big South
Conference last year aftei
taking medalist honirs as a
freshman in 1990.
Other key returnees are
Tim Beckham, who holds the
current Winthrop record for
low round with a sixty-eight,
and Chris Winchip who is last
year's third place finisher in
the Big South Conference
championship tournament.

Recreational sports update

COOL SKATES AND THINGS
COME TO

miLILMm

her experiences on the
basketball team," I've
learned a lot and it will help
me in the future. I have
learned to remain positive
through my experiences on
the
team. Breaking
Winthrop's all-time assist
record was definitely my
most memorable."
Bailey is originally from
Chapel Hill where she
attended and played
basketball at Chapel Hill
High School. She earned allstate, all-district and allregion honors in basketball
under coach Sherry Norris.
Bailey is currently coached
by Germaine McAuley,
assisted by Jackie Belton
and Melanie Moss. Bailey
majors
in
business
administration and plans to
attend graduate school or
pursue a career.

Golf Invitational held by
Winthrop at Rock Hill Club

committed to the Eagle soccer
program. Schemick, a native
of North Brunswick, N.J. was
a second team all-state
selection at North Brunswick
TWP High School during his
(From release)The Winsenior year by registering
twenty-nine goals and throp's men and women's golf
eighteen assists. "We are very team will open the 1992 spring
pleased that Andy has decided season Feb. 17-18 in it's own
hole Winthrop
to attend Winthrop," says thirty-six
Posipanko. "His ability and Invitational which will attract
hard work ethic should allow eight schools to the Rock Hill
him to make an immediate Country Club. Tee times will
contribution,"
be at 9 am both days.
Rawlins, a native of
Teams accepting invitaGrapevine, Texas, is the all- tions include Tennessee Tech,
time scoringandassist leader Campbell,
Charleston
at Grapevine High School and
currently has thirteen goals southern, James Madison,
through eleven games this Virginia Commonwealth,
Central
Florida
and
season.
The 6'1", 165- pound Longwood.
This year's tournament
senior was named first- team
all-region, district Player of features a unique format that
the Year, first- team all-state will have the men's and
and Dallas Player of the Year women's teams playing
following his junior season.
together with trophies going
"Scott is recognized as to the school with the best
one of the premier players in
Texas, and comes from a
traditionally strong soccer
program at Grapevine High
The intramural 5 on 5
School," said Posipanko.
"He is an outstanding Indoor Soccer Tournament
began
Tues. Feb. 18. In it's
individual with
a great
attitude and his contribution second year, this fast-paced
to our program should be an tournament has increased to
a field of sixteen teams. After
immediate one."
Tues. night's Jamboree, each
team will then take part in a
two night tournament to be
played Wed., March 19 and
Thurs. March 20. Match times
will begin at 8:15 p.m. and
will run through 11 p.m. in
Peabody 201.
BIKES BY RALEIGH, NISHIKI, HARO, AND QUANTUM
Aerobics is being offered
each Tues. and Thurs.
Repairs made on all
Rollerblade and Bauer
afternoon in Peabody 106 at 5
makes and models of
p.m.
Bring
in
your
Student
There is still a spot open
bikes.
ID for a special discount
for you, so come out and get
J u s t down the street
involved. Aqua Aerobics is also
an your purchases!!
underway each Tues. and
113 O a k l a n d Ave.
329-0992
Thurs. in Peabody Pcol ay 7
*J?"6
r B n - ~ t ~ s ad fbrT FREE "1 p.m.
For more information on
S a t 10-5:30
WaterBottle^

(From release) Winthrop
head soccer coach Rich
Posipanko has announced
three new players that have
committed themselves to the
Eagle team.
Goalkeeper
Roger
Williams, a native of Houston,
was an all-state selection in
soccer at Strake Jesuit College
Prep as a junior in 1991. He is
currently in his senior season
at Strake.
Williams also earned allstate honors in cross country
last year to the Nike
Invitational in Charlotte,
which attracts top high school
runners in the country.
Williams will compete
with senior Steve Pereira and
redshirt sophomore Pat Long
for the starting role in 1992.
Pereira earned seven shutouts
last season after limited
playing time in 1990.
"We are very pleased that
Roger has decided to attend
Winthrop," says Posipanko.
"He is an excellent athlete and
has the ability to challenge for
the starting goalkeeper role
immediately. Roger's addition
along with
our
two
goalkeepers gives us perhaps
the best goalkeeping situation
in the Big South conference."
Forwards Andy Schemick
and Scott Rawlins have also

Bailey, a guard, is the lone
senior on Winthrop's women's
basketball team. Last season,
she was again atop
the
statistics
leading the Big
South with a 6.7
average per game.
Assistant
Coach
Jackie
Belton said of
Bailey,"She's an
exciting player to
watch and coach.
My only regret is
that she is a senior
and will not be part of the
program next year. Her
maturity level has increased
dramatically since pre-season,
greatly improving her overall
play."
Bailey
hopes
her
teammates will remember her
as a positive influence and as
a team leader. Bailey said of

(CW(S1L1E®

aerobics and aqua aerobics
please call the Recreational
Sports Office at 323-2140.
Entry forms for Tennis
Doubles are due by 5 p.m. Fri.
Feb. 21, in the Recreational
Sports Office in 205 Peabody.
Blank forms may be picked up
in the office and at Dinkins
Information Desk.
Rosters are now being
accepted for 6 on 6 Outdoor
Soccer. The deadline for roster

is Fri. Feb. 28, by 5 p.m. in the
Recreational Sports Office.
Pick up blank roster forms in
the office or at Dinkins.
For more information on
these and other Recreational
Sports activities please call the
office at 323-2140 or come by
and see us in 205 Peabody.
Submitted by: Grant
Scurry,
director
of
Recreational Sports, Division
of Student Life

Dial 1-9G0-VIP-EAGLE
(from a touch-tone phone) to get the latest updates on men's
and women's basketball, Softball, soccer, baseball, volleyball,
golf, tennis, cross country and more.
Calls will be billed $1.50/minute including all longdistance charges.
Winthrop's Athletics Scholarship Fund will receive a
royalty fee on all calls to Winthrop College SPORTSNET.
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Recreational Facilities
All students are required to £how their student IDs and
sign in at the door in order to enter the gym. This is to
improve security and maintain proper use of the facilities.
For any information regarding use of the following
facilities, contact Ray Alexander at 323-2123 or 323-2125.

Basketball Court
Mon.-Thurs. 5-9 p.m.
Fri.-Sun. 2-6 p.m.
To schedule use of the
basketball court, contact
Ray Alexander at 2123.

Peabodv
Weiffhtroom

Peabodv Pool
Mon. 12:05-1:05 p.m. Laps
4-5:30 p.m. Free
8-9 p.m. Free
Tues. 12-1 p.m. Laps
8-9 p.m. Free

First runner-up Rainey Gettys poses for a photo with her brother and escort
Lathan Gettys and President DiGiorgio.

Homecoming queen candidates

Wed. 12:05-1:05 p.m.Laps
4-5:30 p.m. Free
8-9 p.m. Free
Thurs. 12-1 p.ir . Laps
8-9 p.m. Free

Mon.-Thurs. 6:30-8:30a.m.
12-2 p.m. Faculty/Staff
only
3-8 p.m.
8-9 p.m. Females only
(Beginning instruction offered)
Fri. 8-12 a.m.
12-2 p.m. Faculty/
Staff only
3-6 p.m.
•Weekend hours open to
Fitness Club members
only.
(Beginning
instruction offered)
•Women may use the
weight room during any
scheduled student hours.
Women's only hours are
strictly for women.)

12:05-1:05 p.m. Laps
For more information,
3-5 p.m. Free
please call Ray Alexander
at 2123 or 2125.
Sat.-Sun. 3-5 p.m.

Ginger Gibson (left)

sponsored by Epsilon
Sigma Alpha service
sorority

Golf Course/ Driving Range

Racquetball
Courts 9 a.m.-9p.m.,

Mon.-Thurs.
8:30-5 p.m. open to fac9 a.m.-5 p.m. Fridays
ulty, staff, students with
Play time available on a
ID. For more info, contact first come, first serve basis.
Dan Murray at 323-2129.
Racquetball courts may
not be used during men's
basketball games or during
another Coliseum event.
For info, contact Dan
Murray at 2129.
•Peabody facilities are beginning to strengthen security
in order to provide a safer environment for student
participants. IDs are required and all students must
enter at the front entrance across from Crawf ord Health
Center. One guest per student is allowed and students
must accompany their guests.

S o n y a G a r y (right)
sponsored by Psi Chi

P a m Williamson
(left) sponsored by
Golden Garnets

•If you have any questions regarding the use of Peabody
Facilities contact Ray Alexander at 323-2123.
Dornetta McNally
(right) sponsored by
SNEA

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE
Every student is eligible for some
type of financial aid regardless
of grades or parental income.

Financial Aid

Available Immediately!
Special grants program
Every student eligible
No one turned down
Simple application
Student Services
P.O. Box 22-4026
Hollywood, FL 33022
Xristi Elpers

sponsored by Winthrop
Ambassadors

Vicki Stalcup

sponsored by Phelps Residence
Hall

DeAlva Wilson

HEALTH
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Tanning beds dangerous STD's remains campus problem
On the warning signs it is

by Christy Jackson
Health Editor
How safe is indoor
tanning? Dr. Julian Smith, a
biology professor, said that
your whole body is like a
transparency
because
ultraviolent light can
penetrate and react, causing
harm.
Sunlamps used for indoor
tanning contain the same
harmful UVA and UVB
(wavelengths of ultraviolent
light) that the sun contains.
For most people, tanning is
not good, Smith said.
"It is clear ultraviolent
light damages your skin
because skin responds by
getting dark," he said.
Sunlamp users risk skin
cancer, premature skin aging,
damage to the blood vessels
beneath the skin, and effects
on the body's immune system.
To help prevent the risk of eye
burns and cataracts, goggles
should always be worn. Dr.
F.M. Peelc, owner of Carolina
Golden Tan and
Peele's
Chiropractor on Celanese
Road, said that they provide
goggles for the customers and
there are warning signs posted
on the beds.

stressed that if you use drugs
of any kind, then you should
not use the tanning bed, Peele
said. The Wolff tanning beds
is the electronic set up that
the majority of the tanning
salons use.
Peele said that the only
complaints he has received
from a customer is when they
felt they got too red. Hs said
that the tanning beds were as
safe as the sun. The same
visible illusion from the sun is
captured when lying there in
a tanning bed.
Peele said that during the
spring and summer seasons,
he has an average of four
customers per hour, averaging
30-40 a day. During the off
season, he has about three or
four a day, sometimes as low
as two or three a week. Usually
five percentofthose customers
are Winthrop students.
Peele said most of the
tanning bed business from
college students goes to Tan
Perfect because of the
convenientlocation. Each year
Peele sends off for a new
license for the tanning bed
business and gets it approved
by the FDA.

BSU
finds aerobics
fun
possibility before. "I don't
by Jennifer Borash

Special to the Johnsonian
Sometimes the best things
in life ARE free. Aerobic
workouts held at the Baptist
StudentUnion on Mon., Tues.,
and Wed. evenings are an
example.
These workouts are led by
Jodi Wingrove, 21, a junior
majoring in nutrition.
Originally from
Ohio,
Wingrove came to Winthrop
on a basketball scholarship.
She no longer plays on the
team, but decided to stay and
get her degree from Winthrop
because she likes the friendly
atmosphere. Her parents live
in Ohio, and she has one
brother, who graduated from
Wright State in Dayton.
Wingrove's interests
include: jogging, basketball
(she still plays on an
intramural team), going to
clubs to dance, lifting weights,
biking, and of course, aerobics.
It is obvious from her attitude
that she has a lot of energy,
which is apparent in her
instruction of the workouts
and her interaction with the
participants.
This is Wingrove's first
semester leading these
aerobics, though she has
participated for the last year
in aerobics. She also teaches
at the YWCA. She enjoys the
friendly group at the BSU. The
students are enthusiastic,
there's good music, and it's an
opportunity to get to meet new
people.
Wingrove
herself
welcomes the chance to
introduce people to Christ who
may nothave been open to the

want to sound preachy,"she
said. "Ifindthat havingChrist
in my life helps." .
She wants to encourage
and stress to people the loving
aspects of a relationship with
Christ, rather than focus on
the rules of religion. While
Wingrove wants to share this
with others, she insists that
"they can take it or not."
Each session does include
a short devotion (usually
something she has found
helpful in her own life), which
emphasizes turning to Christ
for encouragement and help.
"I'm not out to convert anyone,"
Wingrove said. "Students will
find it's a fun, encouraging
atmosphere where everyone
is accepted."
There are normally about
30-40 partcipants nightly, and
these aerobic workouts are
open to all students.
The workouts stress
cardio-vascular endurance
over flexibility, and include
both high and low impact
aerobics. These sessions are
very non-threatening, and
everyone is encouraged to just
do what they can do.
Beginners are welcome.
The music is a variety of
secular and Christian
contemporary, which is varied
daily. Wingrove said the best
thing is that "Aerobic exercise
allows students to let off
steam, and put problems aside
for an hour, to get a mental
workout. These exercises
allow toning, and help increase
endurance. The cool-down
period is peaceful and
relaxing."

by Joanne Joy
Special to the Johnsonian
Sexually transmitted
diseases, or STD's, are on
the rise around college
compuses. With the growing
concern about AIDS,
education, especially on
college campuses, is
neessary to prevent the
spread ofthis deadly disease.
Although many are
concerned with the spread
of AIDS, there are a number
of other diseases spread
through sexual contact that
can be just as deadly. Vicki
Baroody,
RN
and
coordinator of Student
Health and Wellness
Services
located
in
Winthrop's Crawford Health
Center, talked about the
problem on Winthrop's
campus, as well as general
information that students
need to know about STD's.
Statistics on how many
Winthrop students have
been dignosed at Crawford
with
a
STD
were
unavailable.
She said,
though, thatrecentstatistics
show that there has been a
steady increase of all
sexually
transmitted
diseases over the past few
decades. And now with 50
percent of high school
students now becoming
sexually active, Baroody
said, the risk of contracting
a sexually transmitted
disease are increasing.
Q: What types of
sexually transmitted
diseases are t h e r e on

campus?
A: Like most campuses,
we have an epidemic of STD's.
And a lot of what we've seen
an increase in is herpes and
genital warts and a good bit of
chlymidia. Genital warts
concerns us a great deal.
Q: Why?
A: The reasons that those
concern us is that they have
certain implications for
women. First of all, herpes
and genital warts are both
viruses. So, that means they
stay in the body and symptoms
can reoccur. Also, with genital
warts, that is caused by the
human papillomavirus (HPV)
and that virus can cause
cancer in women. A lot of the
cervical cancer is due to that
virus, so we've seen an
increase in cervical cancer in
young women. Any woman
who is exposed to a number of
STD's is high risk for cervical
cancer. HPV is so likely to do
this, that women (who have
the virus) may have to go two
or three times a year for a pap
smear. Normally they go once
a year.
Q: Do doctors know
when a woman h a s to go
back for a n o t h e r pap that
it may be because of HPV?
A: If they know you have
been exposed they will tell you,
"We expect to see you at this
time and this time" and they
will look on the chart and see
that that's why that person is
back in again. Sometimes they
will see some changes in the
cervix, but t h a t doesn't
necessarily mean that they're

going to do anything.
Sometimes they'll just
watch it. When women skip
their pap test once a year
and then it (cervical cancer)
goes on for two or three
years, it can penetrate into
the skin (of the cervix) and
then we're talking about a
hysterectomy because the
cancer has spread. That's
why it is imperative that
woirfen who are sexually
active have a pap test at
least once a year.
Q:
What a b o u t
Chlymidia?
A: Chlymidia is not a
virus, it is a bacteria. But,
the bad thing about it is, it
can linger in the system for
years and women may not
even know it is there. They
may not produce a lot of
symptoms. It can eventually
creep around the system and
scar the fallopian tubes.
Then she goes and tries to
have a baby and she can't.
Q:
When doctors
specifically test for
chlymidia can t h e y tell if
someone h a s it?
A:
Yes, if people
specifically go in and get
tested for it. The test is
anywhere from 70 percent
to 80 percent accurate. Let's
say that, and I usually
recommend this, before
people start in with a new
sexual partner, it is a good
idea to be tested. Now, it
makes a difference as to
when the last sexual contact
was because sometimes it

see STD's, pg. 15

Studies show skin differences among
blacks and Caucasians
(from release) For years
it has been noted that black
skin does not tend to show the
changes associated with age
as rapidly or as severely as
Caucasian skin. Blacks enter
their later years with fewer
wrinkles and greater skin
elasticity than Caucasians, a
fact that most experts have
chalked up to the differences
in
pigment
cells
(melanosomes) between the
two races. Black skin contains
more and larger melanosomes
than Caucasian skin.
Melanosomes are special
structrures within the skin
cells that contain melanin—
the pigment responsible for
skin color that also screens
out the sun's ultraviolet rays.
The increase in melanin helps
to preve nt photoaging, and has
long been thought to be the
only key difference between
Caucasian and black skin.
Now new research
indicates that there may be
more differences. Researchers
at the Oregon Regional
Primate Research Center
examined skin samples taken
from cheekbone areas of

white and black women aged headed the studies.
A third important
22 to 50 using both light and
electron microscopes. They difference black skin contains
have found that, within the more
fibroblasts
and
dermal layer of black skin macrophages than white skin.
there are many fewer elastic Fibroblasts are the cells that
fibers than are found in produce collagen, elastin, and
glycoprotein; it appears that
Caucasian skin.
In previous studies, it has in black skin, the fibroblasts
been noted that there are synthesize fewer elastin fibers
fewer elastic tissues in ycung than in white skin; the
skin as compared to older macrophages help the skin
skin. This may offer an clear away the microscopic
explanation as to why black debris that can occur from
skin tends to look younger.
normal cell functions. "We
Another possible reason don't yet know what the
for the younger appearance of significance
of
these
black skin is that the collagen differences is," says Dr.
fiber bundles are more closely Montagna. "But we do know
stacked like bricks in a row that as white skin ages, it
parallel to the topmost layer acquires more elastin fibers,
of the skin. These collagen and black skin does not.
fiber bundles are supported
"For a long time,
by mortar-like materials that investigators have maintained
include mucopolysaccharides. that the only difference
These substances are much between black and white skin
more numerous in black than is the amount of pigment, and
now we know that this is just
inwhiteskin.
"Mucopolysaccharides are not true," adds Dr. Montagna.
thought to absorb water, and "However, these results are
to keep collagenfibersstronger preliminary, and we need
longer, " says William more research to confirm these
Montagna, Ph. D., former findings, and to examine what
director of the center who they might mean."
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COLLEGE CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

TRAVEL

|

SPRING BREAK TO
WANTED:
5 Highly motivated FLORIDA BEACHES
Fun in the Sun!!
individuals to act as
4 / room prices.
student representatives
Daytona $155
for
experienced
Panama City $139
international
corporation. Unlimited Kitchens, Waterfront,
income potential - why T r a n s p o r a t t i o n
wait until graduation? available. Call Richie
PT/FT winners only. at 325-1046
Call 704-845-3896
Spring Break '92
anytime.
Jamaica-W/ Charlotte
departure from $419.
FOR RENT
Panama City Beach
ROOMS FOR RENT: from $119, w/bbus from
Upstairs, large rooms $179 earn cash & free
nearWinthrop. Kitchen travel-group organizers
priv. 200/mo. 100/dep. needed.
Student Travel
324-2203
Sppvirps

laser printer. Resume
BY POPULAR DEMAND!
$10; Reports $2/typed We now have personals
page. 24 hour service in in the classified section.
most cases. lOmin.from $ 1 forfirst25 words,$. 50
Winthrop.
each additional 10
Accutype 327-9898
words. Get'em now!!

NEED A GREAT
PLACE FOR
YOUR HOUSE
PARTIES THIS
SPRING
BREAK?!?!

The Ultimate Experience
m

RIDES

LOCATED ON OCEAN
BOULEVARD IN
NORTH MYRTLE
BEACH. NEAR ALL
THE EXCITEMENT!!

- Ride operator positions
- Must be 18 years of age or older
- $5.50 / hour on all operating Saturdays
- $4.50 / hour on all other days
- Special benefits

CALL JANICE AT
684-6043
Sell, hire, or
advertise in
the College
Classifieds
each and
every week.

Apply at the Carowinds Employment Office
Hours: Mon.-Fri. (9AM-5:30PM) Sat. (11AM-5PM)
(704)588-2606 or (803)548-5300 ext. 2250

uwons

Rates: 1st 25
words...$1 for
students + $.50
each additional 10
words. (Call for offcampus rates.)

Weekly Crossword

Solution to " Cupid's Arrow

Mr. President "
ACROSS
Precedes "MAL"
"I saw
go sailing"
College org.
Mr.Sharif
Leaf part
Mature
34th President
High cards
Office person
32nd President's wife &
others
23 Work units
26 Pack of cards
27
Dhabi:Sheikdom
30 Obsession
32 Ms. Maxwell &
Lanchester
36 23rd President's 1st
name
38 Good hit!
39 Comedian Johnson
40 French stage
42 Singer Diamond
43
of Dover
45 Junior, eg
47 Georgia O"
:Artist
48 Univ. Maryland nickname
49
ajudicata
50 This:Spanish
52 Masquerade
54 Causing awe
58 Revises
62 Performs on stage
63 1st President
66 Scare away
67 Mr. John
68 Feudal slave
69 Small City
70 Stay in Paris
71 Quantity of medicine
DOWN
1 Accomplishes
2 Release
3 Lawsuit
4 Girl of song
5 Residue
6 Precedes "KER" :Fire
tender

By Gerry Frey

1
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14
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16
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19
20
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STD's
continued from pg. 14
can take up to two or three
months for some of these
things to show up. But most
show up in two to six weeks.
What it boils down to is a
couple may meet and ifthey've
just recently broken up with
someone, they may want to
wait awhile and take time to
get to know each other before
they are sexually active.
.Q: Are these t h r e e STD's
the most prominent on
campus?
A:
Yes, they're pretty
prominent. Some schools
automatically test for
chlymidia when a girl comes
in for a pap test-without even
asking her. But, we usually
ask at least 40 times "Don't
you want to be tested for
chlymidia while you're here?"
Q: Why wouldn't anyone
want to be tested?
A: Well, some people really
don't and they get upset if we
just go ahead and do it. They
may say, "I've been with the

same boyfriend for 100 years.
I don't have any reason to be
concerned." It really depends
on if people can trust their
partners to be honest with
them.
Q:
What a b o u t o t h e r
diseases?
A: Gonorrhea and syphilis
are still around because we
are one of the highest states in
the nation for them. But, oddly
enough, we don't see that
much gonorrhea and syphilis.
We see much more herpes,
warts, and chlymidia. The
other ones that are common
but not quite as scary are
tricomonas and gardnerella.
They are very common
bacterial infections and we can
give medication for that. Most
of the time it will clear it up,
unless they are having a
particular
problem.
Sometimes, part of the
problem is that the partner
isn't treated and they continue
to bounce it back and forth.

7
8
9
10

Sewing mach. introducer
Mrs. Marcos
City of lights
14th & 32nd Presidents'
1st name
11 Puerto
12 Mime
13 Ms. Trueheart
18 Ms. Rae
22 Trick taker
24 Olympic.
25 Fit of pique
27 By surprise with taken
28 Uncle Miity
29 Untangle
31 Silly or stupid
33 Lance
34 Similar
35 Tennis player Monica
37 3rd President
38 Pace
41 'The World According
to
"
44 Actor Parker
46 City in Germany

1992 All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

48
51
53
54
55
56
57
59

Mexican meat pie
Eiffel
Hemmed
Speedy
Sound reflection
Dragging
Superlative endings
'This does not make.

60
61
64
65

Weight measures
Dagger
Word with 48 down
Suffix

.G&,
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WINTHROP
SPECIALS

GO-OP
Career Services

323-2141

Division of Student Life
Co-op Job Opportunities

Customer Service Renresentive.
Signet Paging, Charlotte, NC-$5/hr.
+ reimbursement for automobile use
while servicing customers-Provide
customer service to users
of
company's paging equipment.
Replace malfunctioning units,
maintain good customer relations,
assist sales staff, participate in sales
trainingprogram,identify prospects,
learn industry, etc. Candidate must
present a professional image,
including appropriate dress while on
the job. Transportation a must. Also
need good oral communication skills.
Unit Director and Staff.(2-4
Positions open) -- Boys and Girls
Clubs of York County, Fort Mill and
York, S.C. --Part-time starts at$4.50/
hour, UnitDirector, negotiable. Units
will serve the youth, age 7-15, through
social, educational, recreational and
personal development programs.
Part-time and full-time staff needed.
Units directors will be in charge of
the part-time staff and programs and
facilities for an individual unit.
Excellent opportunity for individuals interested in a careerin youth
services with the Boys and Girls
Clubs of America.
TourGuides. Glacier National Park,
Montana. Summer 1992, $5/hr. and
up. 40 positions for tour guides are
available. Tour guide equipment
includes traditional 14-16 passenger
coaches. Ideal candidate must enjoy
public speaking as well as driving.
Must be 21 years old to apply. Position
includes 3 meals a day plus lodging
for $6.75/day payroll deduction.
,TV2,

138 South Oakland, Rock Hill, S.C.
(Several positions available). Flexible
hours, negotiable salary. Shoot and
edit numerous 2-minute segments

which will air during a daily news
program. Ability to move and set
camera equipment with care and edit
the segment to its completed form.
Exhibit Design Assistant
G.
Michaels, Charloote, N.C. Up to $5/
hour. Select fabrics for day care
center. Select colors, fabrics, carpets,
etc. for presentation room. Candidate
will also be responsible for
computerized file, which must be
updated daily. Prefer someone still
exploring where they will fit in with
interior design. Great growth
opportunity. Applicant should also
be able to advise on different design
concepts.
Print Consultant Kopy Korner,
Charlotte, N.C. (6 locations) $5-$5.50/
hour. Bright, mature student looking
to learn how to run a printing
business. Should be abble to look at
and listen to different concepts and
know what the end result will be.
Will learn all aspects of print
management while taking on a
variety of responsobolities. Work
nights at one of six locations. Help
customers with copying, quote prices
for print jobs, price out jobs, and
consult with clients on cost, color,
paper and size.
R e s e a r c h I n t e r n Carowinds.
Approximately $5.75/hour. Conduct
origin, attitudinal and special surveys
of Carowinds patrons. Assure that
proper methodology is beingfollowed.
Enter survey information/statistics
into computer. Summerize research
results.
Assist
Promotions
Deparment when necessary.
Applicant must be neat and
presentable, accurate and efficient
at computer entry. Research
methodology knowledge of course
work in related field helpful.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA®
^7£J£J£JHours: OPEN UNTIL 1:00 AM
0^4:- 4DUU
MONDAY-SATURDAY

Call UsQOA
!

$5.99

I
|
|
I
I

|
•

(Plus Tax)
Medium one topping pizza.
Additional toppings only $1.00 each.
Not valid with any other coupon or
offer.
Limited
QFfl
time offer
JO
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#8154 Receptionist. 25-30
hrs.wk. $5/hour.
#8155 Organist. 10:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m. Sunday. $25/Sunday.
#8156 Pre-school Teacher.MF 2-6 p.m. $4 50/hour.
#8158 Sales Clerk. Flexible
hours. Negotiable salary.
#8159 Niirsery Attendant.
Sun 10:30 -12:30, Wed. 5:30- 7:30.
$6.25/hour.
#8160 Teacher. M-F 2-6 p.m.

$4.25 per hour.
#8166 L a n d s c a p e Maintenance. Flexible hours. $4.25/
hour.
#8167 Clerical Assistant.
Mon-Thurs. 12:30-5:30 p.m. $4.50/
hour.
#8168 Cashier. Evenings and
weekends, 25-30 hours
$5.02/
hour.
#8169 Cook. Evenings and
weekends. $5.02/hour.
#8171 ScorekeepersEvenings
and weekends. $4.78/hour.
#8172 P a r k Ranger. 40 hours/
week. $5.02/hour.
#8174 S a l e s A s s o c i a t e .
Evenings
and
weekends.
Negotiable salary.
#8175 Mover. 2-3 days/week.
Flexible hours. $8/hour.
#8176 Chauffeur. Mondays
2:15- 3:30 p.m. Negotiable salary.
#8177 C u s t o m e r Service
Correspondent. 1-8 p.m. M-F.
Negotiable salary.
#8178 Assistant. Flexible
hours. $5/hour.

(Plus Tax)

"Limited
J time offer
•
•

ADVERTISE IN

THE JOHNSONIAN

-

Special rates for student classifieds. Classified and display
advertising. Don't post it...advertise in The Johnsonian.
CALL 323-3419 FOR DETAILS.
ASK FOR THE AD MANAGER.

Job Find
Division of Student Life -- Career Services
Complete information on these
jobs is available at Career Services, across from Tillman.
Refer to job number and job
description. Part-time jobs fill
rapidly. Check the Job Find board
at Career Services for update.
If you make an appointment
with an employer, please keep it.
Failure to do so reflects poorly on
you, Career Services andWinthrop.
It is important too that you let
Career Services know if you are
hired. Call the Job Find
Department at 323-2141.

$7.99

Large one topping pizza. Additional
| toppings only $1.00 each. Not valid
| with any other coupon or offer.

COMING SOON
TO

CAREER SERVICES
FEBRURRY RECRUITING SCHEDULE
FEB. 20

J.R. JONES TESTING/INFORMRTION
2 - 4 P.M.

FEB. 21

J.R. JONES INTERVIEWS

FEB. 2 4

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

VOU

S I G H - U P SHEETS ARE POSTEO
IH CAREER S E R V I C E S
M U S T HAUE A CAREER FILE OPEH
SIGHING U P FOR I N T E R V I E W S

BEFORE

